Running a Primary Futures What’s My Line? event in your school

Here is a practical step-by-step guide to running a Primary Futures event in your school.

Preparation in advance

- Using Inspiring the Future (log in here: http://www.inspiringthefuture.org/) choose volunteers local to your school. Choose 4 – 6 volunteers with very different jobs and careers. Try and get some surprises in the mix, for example, young female engineers, male nurses etc.

- Invite them to your event giving time, date and venue. Volunteers tend to need 4 to 6 weeks notice.

- Set aside an hour for this activity which can be done in a school hall or other large room.

- Make large cards with numbers 1 - 6 in advance. The volunteers will enter the hall holding these numbers and prop them up in front of their seats during the session.

How the actual event works

1.) 4 - 6 volunteers enter the hall holding their number prominently. The volunteers are seated in a row at the front of the room.

2.) The headteacher or staff member/s leading the session welcome the volunteers who are introduced by their number only (1, 2, 3 etc). The presenter then outlines the rules of the challenge. Volunteers can only answer yes or no but ‘could do, I’m not sure’ might also be answers depending on the question! Why not invite governors and the local media to this session? Great PR for the school and a way of engaging the local community.

3.) Children need to prepare possible questions. Ideally discuss in class beforehand and maybe even have a trial run. Getting children well briefed and fired up makes for a more exciting session which they also get more from. You need to think about questioning ...... will it be one age group, one class or questioning open to all? They cannot ask ‘are you are a doctor’ or similar! See below for a selection of questions children have asked at previous events.

4.) Clearly the length of time for WML is open to you to determine but 20 minutes works well with 10 minutes being for questions. Either fire a number of questions at each volunteer one at a time or
make it random. The latter is easier to manage in terms of tight time. If the latter children must state which number volunteer they are aiming the question at. Having two staff leading this can be very effective.

5.) After about 10 minutes thank the children for their questions and then the volunteers leave the front to prepare themselves to reappear in either their uniform or with props which might identify their job. Then take a number of guesses from the children as to what each job might be? Get the job title recorded visually on either a flip chart or projector screen. Again time dictates ...... maybe 2/3 guesses per volunteer?

6.) The presenter then reintroduces the volunteers one by one telling them what the children thought they did! Volunteers need to ensure that when they return they identify their job, talk briefly about it and the impact that literacy and numeracy at primary school had on their career and how important they are now. Maybe a practical example or two?

7.) Once the volunteers have all returned and identified their jobs they are thanked then they depart as do the children.

**What about bringing in an element of competition for the children?**

This could be tried as an alternative to the children making a number of guesses, as in 5) above, with the children in small groups sorted beforehand by the school. Groups could invent their own team name beforehand. The organisational challenge after the questioning session is how the school would manage the children’s group discussion.

They could leave the hall and do it in class or maybe just stay in the hall whilst the volunteers have coffee or similar for say 10 minutes or so. Children could either be left with no clue as to what the jobs are other than what they have learned from the question and answer sessions and they have to come to a consensus or maybe a sheet is prepared giving 5/6 options for each volunteer in the line-up for the children to select from by ticking the one they agree.

Before the volunteers return to the hall the sheets are collected and marked as soon as possible! Then return to 6 above. Are there going to be prizes awarded for the team with the most points?

See Primary Future What’s My Line? in action in our short video here: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPUl0EGMXFU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPUl0EGMXFU)

**Other guests – School Governors, your MP and local media**

Extent the invitation to School Governors and other people you might like to invite as guests. Some schools use this opportunity to invite their local MP to attend. If your MP attends it’s a chance to get your local media interested if you decide this is an event you want to showcase to the community.

Primary Futures can help you with local media by providing telephone advice and a Media Release template. Please email [carol.glover@educationandemployers.org](mailto:carol.glover@educationandemployers.org)

(Ends)